
MUSICAL PERFORMANCE CONTRACT  
(*) fill in only the sections that apply 

 

This agreement made between Mr. Francisco Palomo Montejo, representing 
JAZZPARAEVENTOS.COM (C.I.F. G-93276491, C/ Goya no 2, 29200, Antequera, 
Málaga, 687 36 52 83, info@jazzparaeventos.com),  

and, Mr. / Mrs. / Ms. ...................................................................................................... 
with ID: ........................................., in representation of (insert name of ENTITY / 
COMPANY): .............................................................................................................., with 
C.I.F.: ................................................, Address: ………………………………………….., 
Phone:...................................................., E-mail: ............................................... from now 
on, referred to as “the Client,” in this contract,  

Both parties with sufficient legal capacity freely agree to this CONTRACT under the 
following CLAUSES:  

1.- The Client contracts the musical services of JAZZPARAEVENTOS.COM in 
accordance with the following information: 

     - Date: .............................................. 
     - Place: ............................................................................................................................. 
     - Event type: .....................................................................................................................  
     - Start time: ............................. End time: .......................................  
     - Number of intermissions / breaks: ................................................................................. 
     - MUSICAL FORMAT (Duet, Trio, Quartet...): ............................................................ 
     - Person responsible for coordinating the event: ............................................................. 

2.- The CONTRACTING of the JAZZPARAEVENTOS.COM service will entail the 
payment of 15% of the total amount of the service paid 15 calendar days before the date 
of completion, as confirmation of the performance.  

 

3.- The Client will pay JAZZPARAEVENTOS.COM the amount of ............... € in a way 
of RESERVATION / CONFIRMATION of the provision of the service, this amount 
being 15% of the total amount to be paid, which is indicated in the following section. 
Form of payment (cash / bank transfer / check / stub): .........................................................  

 

4.- The Client will pay JAZZPARAEVENTOS.COM the amount of ............... € in 
concept of provision of the service of live musical performance, once completed, in the 
maximum period of 30 calendar days, counted from the day following the completion of 
the musical service.  

 



 

 

5.- CANCELLATION by part of the Client, of the requested service, will abide by the 
following conditions: 

a) Cancellation of the performance 2 weeks before the event: the client will pay 15% 
of the total service fee (amount previously paid by the customer in confirmation 
of the service, 15 calendar days in advance). 

b) Cancellation of the performance 1 week before the event: the client will pay 25% 
of the total service fee.  

c) Cancellation of the performance the day before the event: the client will pay 30% 
of the total service fee.  

d) Cancellation of the performance on the day of the event: the client will pay 50% 
of the total amount agreed with the client.  

e) The cancellation, by the Client, made 30 calendar days before the date of the 
service, will not result in providing financial compensation to 
JAZZPARAEVENTOS.COM, being that the cancelled date is available for the 
performance of another service, in accordance with the calendar availability.  

 

6.- The Client agrees with JAZZPARAEVENTOS.COM to:  

a) Facilitate access to the facilities / place of action for the loading and unloading of 
material, and the location of the musicians in a safe and suitable place for 
performance of the service. 

b) Parking of musicians' vehicles to facilitate loading and unloading. 

c) Contact and communication with the person or persons responsible for the 
coordination and development of the e 

d) Facilitate, where appropriate, the accommodation and maintenance of the 
musicians. 

e) Request AUTHORISATION to take photographs and video recordings of the 
performance of JAZZPARAEVENTOS.COM. 

 

 

 



 

7.- JAZZPARAEVENTOS.COM commits to the Client to:  

a) The performance of the musical service, according to the information indicated in 
section. 

b) Collaborate, within their area of competence, in the proper development of the 
event. 

c) The transportation, unloading, assembly, disassembly, loading of instruments, 
accessories, and sound equipment. 

d) Testing of the material and sound equipment 30 minutes before the agreed time 
for the beginning of the musical service. 

e) The return of material transferred by the Client / Entity for the performance of the 
action, as well as the collection of material and eviction of the space used for it. 

f) Collaboration, within its possibilities, in the publicity / advertising of the event. 

g) Request AUTHORISATION to take photographs and video recordings of the 
performance of JAZZPARAEVENTOS.COM, as well as its use on digital and 
social media platforms.  

 

 

 

 

In ........................................, the ............. Day of ................................ of 20 ..............  

 

 

 

THE CLIENT       JAZZPARAEVENTOS.COM  

 

Signed:..............................................    Signed:.............................................  


